Returning intention assessment

MEAL department in RONDO launched returning intention assessment in all Jadah camps south of
Mosul, the survey contained 25 question centered about the life condition in the camp and the situation
in their original city and sure about the intention of returning.
Samples details:




Numbers of interviewer: 185
Interview period: 8 Sept to 12 Sept 2017
locations of survey, In the following chart show you the (1 - 1)
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Gander of samples: we target in this survey both of ganders’ relative ratios
o Male 60%
o Female 40 %
Age group of the samples, in the following chart we will show to you the age group of
Participants (1 - 2)
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Position of the samples from the families: 58 % of our samples are household head and 28 are
Wife of the household head.

In the following chart you can find more details (1 - 3).
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Original place of samples:

In question about the place that samples came from, most of them answered they came from Nineveh
in the following chart we will show the percentage of their answers (1 - 3).
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Finding and result of survey:
The first question was, if their current place is the first place of displacement?
Most of our samples answered yes but 14% of samples answered by negative.
In second question about the security situation in camp comparing with the security situation in their
original place. 77% of answers were "Safe / stable more than the area of origin" the samples in this
survey chose camp more as more stable and safe, and 22% of them chose the camp and their original
place are same level of safety and security.
Just 1% of answers said their original place is more safe from camp, the following chart showing us the
answer as pie (2-1)
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In other question related to security situation in the original place and whom is control the security
there? more than 50% of answers said Iraqi army controlled the security situation, the following chart
will show us the more information about the who are controlling the original areas. (2 - 2)
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We asked them if they were knowing any information about original places? 51% of answers was
negative we did not any information and 49 answered yes we had.
In other line in our survey we asked them what kind of information you want to know property, land and
home and WASH and Infrastructure were a priority, in next chart we will put all the need according to
their priority. (2 - 3)
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It seems the people who return to their original area did get enough assistance according to our samples
answers when they choice 80% negative to question if there are any assistance providing in liberated
original areas, and 20% said yes there are assistance distributed there.
The house condition was the next indicator out from our survey that we launched, sounds the answers
were difference, the following chart will tell us what our samples said. (2 - 4).
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I worth to mention that 86% of the samples they own houses in their original area.
About missing documents or the required documents for return 73% of them said we did not have any
problem with this issues and we have all the documents. 27% of them answer with having problems
with documents and does not have complete papers to return.
The interviewees being asked about their jobs before the crisis.
Most answers were "government employee" in the rate of 23% and followed in agriculture in the rate of
18%, for more details kindly look at the below chart (2 - 5).
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In related question about the salaries before the crisis most of answers were between 100$ to 300$.
92% of the samples agree now there are not any jobs available in the original areas.
we asked the people if Any Intentions of planning to return to your original area? and the answers were
58 % negative they refuse to return back,
19% said yes we will back, and 23 % they did not know for now.
The reasons to do not return back to original centered on four reasons (Service conditions, Economic
conditions, Security and Political conditions) the following chart will give you best picture of the results
(2 - 6).
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we asked the people in case you back or you want to return what are the basic need you want according
to your priority, the answers gave us a lot of information we would like to put in next chart for more
clearly, (2 - 7).
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the protection issues have part of our survey the first question was about if there are specific concerns
about women GBV 62% of the answers said No we did not have and 27% did not know if they will face
his kind of problems but 12% said Yes we have.
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And if they have specific concerns about the elderly and the disabled 54% side No we did not have, and
31 side we did not know but 13% side Yes we do.
In last question we asked them about the rate will gave to camp management in all Jadah, the following
chart will give us clear idea about it. (2 - 8)
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